The aim of this study is to investigate the process of rewriting medical research papers for the lay public. The latest fi ndings of medical research often appear in the popular media. It is interesting to see what happens to a scientifi c text when it is transmitted to a new audience. Hedging is usually interpreted as a characteristic feature of scientifi c discourse. This study focuses on hedging, which also tends to be applied in popularized articles in the fi eld of medicine. Material and method: Five medical research articles on prenatal vitamins and their online popularizations were examined by means of a text analyzing software, focusing on lexical items considered as hedges. The frequency and the overall percentage of hedging devices with respect to the total number of words were recorded in the fi ve popularizations.
Introduction
Th e aim of this study is to show how scientifi c knowledge is transmitted to the lay public, focusing on the language of popularized medical research articles. Th e internet is an important source of information about medical advances in the fi eld of health, especially for lay people. Online journals routinely use the general medical magazines to obtain information on the latest fi ndings of medical research [1] . Th e news media translates the content of scientifi c articles and infl uences the decision making process of the audience. It is also suggested by investigators that the popular media amplifi es the transmission of medical information from the scientifi c literature to the researchers. It appears that popularization has an eff ect on the scientifi c audience, and it also enhances the information fl ow of the scientifi c literature [2] . Th is information enhancement is even more justifi ed in the new era of the World Wide Web.
Th e aim is to shed light on some aspects of how scientifi c articles are transmitted to the popular press. Th e most important elements of the study are the examination of the reader-writer confi guration in the selected texts and also the role of hedging in the diff erent genres as it refl ects the relation of the readers and the writer. Hedging is a characteristic feature of medical research articles [3, 4] . It indicates tentativeness, possibility and politeness by using different linguistic devices. Th e question is whether this tool is used in popularized communication of research fi ndings for non-specialist readers.
Material and method
Th e corpus of this study includes fi ve popularizations of medical research articles from diff erent medical journals. Th e articles were selected so that prenatal vitamins, a typical area of medicine was covered. Th e popular articles were selected with the help of internet search engines. Th e simple search methods were not satisfactory, so advanced search techniques and other tools for managing health information were applied such as the use of WebMD, OmniMedicalSearch, Pubmed, and HealthMash. Th e current study is limited to the diff erences in the reader-writer relationship of the two text types, and also on some eff ects that this particular confi guration has on the discourse elements. A manual analysis and a software analysis with Textanz text analyser were carried out. Th e selected lexical items commonly regarded as hedges were classifi ed into diff erent categories and their frequency and overall percentage were recorded.
Results
Th e Medical Research Articles (MRA) chosen from prestigious medical journals provide information about scientifi c fi ndings on maternal vitamins and nutrition. In the scientifi c articles the author is the researcher, who is writing about his or her own fi ndings. Th e readers are usually other researchers, either of the same fi eld of study or from broader spheres of science. In popularized genres there may
Correspondence to: Alexandra Csongor E-mail: alexandra.csongor@aok.pte.hu be other confi gurations of readers and writers. Th e popular articles in the corpus have the same topics but not the same authors as the scientifi c text that they aim to review. Th e texts selected were published in the health or science section of online magazines, such as the New York Times. Th e writers are usually science journalists, who transmit scientifi c knowledge to lay people. Th e reader and writer confi guration is modifi ed in these popularizations. Th e writers in this corpus are non-specialists, and as opposed to the MRA-s, the target audience is the general public. Th e non-specialist writer is transmitting the results of a specialist to an unknown group of mostly non-specialist readers.
Diff erences in the reader-writer relationship and the special communication medium of the internet have an eff ect on the language use of the texts. Th e question of the study is what linguistic features characterize these online publications and how the original article is transmitted to the new communicational context. First of all, the popular scientifi c texts were much shorter than the original articles. Th e details of the study are not important in this genre, in most cases the materials, results and the conclusions were summarized. Popularizations usually started with a remarkable assertion or the conclusion of the study to capture the attention of the reader. While in the scientifi c articles rigid conventions were followed, in the popular articles a more varied vocabulary was used. Th e technical terminology was often avoided, or more comprehensible synonyms were used. Th e titles of the articles were also shortened and contained only key words in accordance with the genre of news and the new communication medium of the internet. Th e main communicative function was to assure the reader that the text was interesting and current.
Another important aspect of the study was to compare the linguistic strategy of hedging in the two diff erent genres. Th e most frequent lexical items commonly regarded as hedges were examined in the fi ve online articles by means of a text analyzing software. Table I . shows the frequency, types and percentage of hedges in the fi ve popularized texts.
Th e overall percentage of the lexical items commonly regarded as hedges with respect to the total number of words was 1-2.2% in the fi ve articles. In addition to the above hedges, the writers used linguistic techniques to ascertain that the readers cannot question the information provided. Th ey were interpreted as hedges, as their aim was to limit the responsibility of the writer for the information in the articles. Th e communicative function was to make the readers believe that the information was based on credible scientifi c data. Linguistic devices, such as the ones in the following list were used in minimum 4 and maximum 12 cases in the popularizations analyzed:
"a new study has found" "the scientists found that" "researchers have determined that" "the authors of the new report say" "says the study" "a study has revealed" etc.
Discussions
Scientifi c popularization has various levels and it has already been studied by linguistic experts [3, 5, 6] . Th e online articles are useful means of communication between scientists and lay people, however in most cases these are not written by the researchers themselves. In the articles investigated the writer is a non-specialist, who transmits the information of science to the lay public. Th e writer is placed between the researchers and the readers [3] . Th is special confi guration has an eff ect on how the fi ndings of the scientifi c articles are interpreted. Th e main communicative function in popularizations is to capture the readers' attention. Th e popularized articles are much shorter than the MRA-s, and they are adapted to the needs of the new communication medium. Th ere are only key words in the titles of the articles and their main task is to convey the importance and relevance of the topic to the readers [7] . To sum up, popularizations are diff erent from MRA-s in two essential aspects. Th ey have a diff erent target audience and diff erent authors.
According to earlier studies hedges are central elements of scientifi c communication, especially of MRAs [3, 4] . However there are confl icting ideas about hedging in popularizations [5] . One point of view claims that the tentative tone of the research papers is changed, and only defi nite assertions are used in popular articles [7] . As a result, hedging is not required and it is rarely or not used in popularized texts. However, the results of the present study suggest that the linguistic strategy of hedging tends to be applied in popular articles. Numerical hedges, auxiliaries, epistemic verbs and adverbs interpreted as hedges were found in the corpus. Moreover, the notion of hedging was broadened in the articles investigated. Expressions like the study has found, or scientists revealed etc. are repeated throughout the texts. Th ese may be interpreted as defense tools against the criticism of the audience, and also convey the meaning that it is the researchers and not the writer of the popularized version that are responsible for the truth of the information. In this sense they are used to reduce the writer's responsibility. Th ey may act as attribution shields, which attribute the claim to someone. However, it is diffi cult to distinguish whether they are used as hedges or simply reporting verbs [8] .
Conclusions
Th e results of science are not only read by the researchers' community but they are important for the lay people as well. Th ere are diff erent reader-writer confi gurations in the genre of medical research articles and popularizations. Th e special relationship of the authors and the audience-together with other communication factorsinfl uences the linguistic strategies used. Th e study of popular scientifi c texts has often produced controversial results concerning the use of hedging. Th e results suggest that hedging as a means of uncertainty and negative politeness technique is used in the popularizations analyzed. To sum up, it may suggest that science journalists use the linguistic devices of scientifi c communication in order to protect themselves and also to write reviews that appear to be more scientifi c. Th e present study should be extended to examine thoroughly the tendencies used in popularizations.
